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Introduction 
The Kentridge High School Robotics Team would like to give you a warm welcome to the incredible 
world of robotics! For the past 9 years, Kentridge Robotics has been working tirelessly to improve and 
grow STEM education in the Kent School District. Thank you for taking an interest in STEM! 

What is this booklet for? 
This booklet is written for prospective FIRST Lego League (FLL) Teams and for Elementary and Middle School 
Teachers to introduce them to Lego Mindstorms EV3 Robotics. We hope that this is an adequate resource to be 
able to do so.  

Though this booklet focuses on the Robot Challenge, it still discusses and integrates the Core Values throughout 
its curriculum. 

What is FIRST and FLL? 
FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) is an international non-profit organization that 
oversees four levels of Robotics competitions, supporting Scientists from ages 6 to 18. The FIRST Lego League 
(FLL) allows Scientists 9-14 to grow skills in STEM and teamwork, as well as grow confidence. FLL has over 
29,000 teams worldwide, with an average of 233,000 participants each year and represents around 80 countries. 
More about FLL is explained on the next page. 

Why did we create this curriculum? 
One of the cornerstone goals of the Kentridge Robotics team is to grow STEM education and FIRST 

support within our local community. When we approached schools about starting an FLL team, they were excited, 
but didn’t know where to start. We created this booklet for teachers and educators to use and reference when 
approaching STEM Education. Our goal is to enable schools with no prior experience to begin FLL teams and 
foster a greater respect for science and technology. 

How to use this booklet? 
This booklet has 4 main categories; Learning Goals, Lessons, Activities, and Activity Handouts. All four 
are meant to be used together.  

The Learning Goals (LG) are meant to outline the 
objectives for each scientist to learn when going 

through this curriculum. 

The Lessons are used before and between to help the 
scientists understand basics before beginning an 

activity. Lessons are integrated around Activities (see 
Overall Outline). 

The Activities are tasks that the scientists use to apply 
and grow their knowledge of the information they learn. 
They are interactive and immersive for each Scientist 

to learn from. There are four levels of Activities. 

The Activity Handouts are documents that the 
scientists use to guide them throughout the activity. 

The handouts are meant to build the Scientist up to the 
final goal and encourages creativity. 
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FIRST Lego League 
Note: Much of this is copied from the official FIRST Lego League Challenge Booklet or 
www.FIRSTInspires.org/robotics/fll or www.FIRSTLegoLeague.org.  

Overview 
Every year, FIRST® LEGO League releases a Challenge, which is based on a real-world scientific topic. 

Each Challenge has three parts: the Robot Game, the Project, and the Core Values. Teams of up to 
ten children, with at least two adult coaches, participate in the Challenge by programming an 
autonomous robot to score points on a themed playing field (Robot Game), developing a solution to a 
problem they have identified (Project), all guided by the FIRST LEGO League Core Values. Teams may 
then attend an official tournament, hosted by our FIRST LEGO League Partners. 

Past Challenges have been based on topics such as nanotechnology, climate, quality of life for the 
handicapped population, and transportation. By designing our Challenges around such topics, 
participants are exposed to potential career paths within a chosen Challenge topic, in addition to 
solidifying the STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) principles that naturally come from 
participating in the program. Team members also learn valuable life and employment skills which will 
benefit them no matter which career path they choose. (www.FIRSTLegoLeague.org) 

Core Values 
The FIRST LEGO League Core Values are the cornerstones of the program. They are among the 
fundamental elements that distinguish FIRST LEGO League from other programs of its kind. By 
embracing the Core Values, participants learn that friendly competition and mutual gain are not 
separate goals, and that helping one another is the foundation of teamwork. 

● We are a team. 
● We do the work to find solutions with guidance from our coaches and mentors. 
● We know our coaches and mentors don't have all the answers; we learn together. 
● We honor the spirit of friendly competition. 
● What we discover is more important than what we win. 
● We share our experiences with others. 
● We display Gracious Professionalism® and Coopertition® in everything we do. 
● We have FUN! (www.FIRSTLegoLeague.org) 

Throughout this booklet, handouts, and lessons, we hope to expose your Scientists and scientists to 
the Core Values of FLL. This booklet means to bring groups of kids together to experience all that 
robotics has to offer, it aims to keep with FIRST’s goals of Gracious Professionalism and Coopertition, 
meaning we hope all teams work together, aid each other, share their discoveries, and know that 
winning is not the end of the road. As the core values state, what we discover is more important than 
what we win. 

To learn more about the FIRST Lego League, please visit www.FIRSTLEGOLeauge.org  
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Learning Goals and Initiatives 
Learning Goal One: Scientists will be familiar with the various parts, sensors, and motors of the Lego 

Mindstorms Kit.  

Learning Goal Two: Scientists will practice Gracious Professionalism and Coopertition.  

Learning Goal Three: Scientists will be able to program an operable robot to complete basic tasks 
without using sensors.  

Learning Goal Four: Scientists will be able to understand how an ultrasonic sensor works and be able 
to demonstrate its uses.  

Learning Goal Five: Scientists will be able to understand what a ‘Loop’ block does within Lego 
Mindstorms programming and how the ‘Loop’ block connects to sensor inputs. 

Learning Goal Six: scientists will be able to understand what a ‘Switch’ block does within Lego 
Mindstorms programming and how the ‘Switch’ block connects to sensor inputs.  

Learning Goal Seven: Scientists will be able to understand how a color sensor works and be able to 
demonstrate its uses.  

Learning Goal Eight: Scientist will explore and understand the Reflected Light settings for the Color 
Sensor. 

Learning Goal Nine: Scientist will explore and understand the Color Mode settings for the Color Sensor. 

Learning Goal Ten: Scientists will explore and understand the Ambient Light Intensity settings for the 
color sensor. 

Learning Goal Eleven: Scientists will work together when building manipulative attachment to their craft. 

Learning Goal Twelve: Scientists will build and apply Launchers, Grabbers, Cranes, or Lifting 
mechanisms. 

Learning Goal Thirteen: Scientists will use alternate forms of transportation (ie Treads, etc.) to move 
their robot. 

Learning Goal Fourteen: Scientists will use the lego mindstorms app to control their robot. 

Learning Goal Fifteen: Scientists will create multiple programs to approach the problem. 

Learning Goal Sixteen: Scientists will combine multiple sensors when programming. 

Learning Goal Seventeen: Scientists will work together to troubleshoot code and discover issues and 
potential problems.  
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Assembling Your Robots 
The Kentridge Robotics Team uses designs from RileyRover Base Design that can be found at 
www.damienkee.com 

Basics Before Beginning 
FLL Field 

Many of the activities are based off of the base FLL field/table. It is recommended that you 
make or get one, especially if you plan to have an FLL team. The table is 4’x8’, and is referenced as 
‘FLL Table’ throughout this booklet.  

Instructions on how to make an FLL Table can be found at www.firstlegoleague.org. If you are in 
the Western Washington area, feel free to contact us about getting a table built for your team/class. 
(See About Kentridge Robotics) 

Making Teams that Work together: 
Creating teams that can work together for extended periods of time can be tough. Teams may 

argue or disagree on ways to program or build a robot, this is normal. We recommend that teams do 
not exceed four people; more than this number often leads to Scientists feeling left out. The most 
important thing is to make sure that each person feels like they’re involved with their team. We do this 
through various team roles: 

Designer: These people or persons are in charge of the mechanical build of the robot. They are the 
people that answer the following questions: How will the robot move? How will I keep the robot 
stable? What is the best design choice to complete this task?  

Programmer: These people or persons are in charge of the software build of the robot. The answer the 
following questions: What speed will the robot go? What sensors do we require to complete the 
task? What kind of programming blocks will be most useful in this scenario? (Note: The first 
sequence of activities is heavy on programming skills and basics.) 

Technical Writer: This person is in charge of the documentation of the build as the task progresses. 
They would write down why they made the choices they did, how they approached the problem, 
etc. Often times this person would be in charge of using the in-program documentation ability to 
document progress and decisions. 

Project Manager: This person is in charge of assigning responsibilities/tasks to team members, setting 
a schedule (if any), communication between programming and design, etc.  

It is recommended that in groups of 4, two people are designers and two are programmers. 
Then, give a two of the Scientists the extra job of either technical writer (recommended: programmer) or 
project manager (recommended: designer). It is also recommended that Scientists alternate jobs; i.e. if 
two Scientists want to be project manager, switch who is it every activity. 

Gracious Professionalism and Coopertition 
Two of the cornerstone parts of FIRST are Gracious Professionalism and Coopertition. These 
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are two things that we hope that our curriculum encourages in your scientists.  

Gracious professionalism is a way of doing things that encourages high-quality work, 
emphasizes the value of teammates and opposing teams, and respects individuals and the community. 
With Gracious Professionalism, fierce competition and mutual gain are not separate notions. Gracious 
professionals learn and compete like crazy, but treat one another with respect and kindness in the 
process. They avoid treating anyone like losers. No chest thumping tough talk, but no sticky-sweet 
platitudes either. Knowledge, competition, and empathy are comfortably blended. 

Coopertition® produces innovation. At FIRST, Coopertition is displaying unqualified kindness 
and respect in the face of fierce competition. Coopertition is founded on the philosophy that teams can 
and should help and cooperate with each other even as they compete. Coopertition involves learning 
from teammates. It is teaching teammates. It is learning from Mentors. And it is managing and being 
managed. Coopertition means competing always, but assisting and enabling others when you can. 
(Descriptions taken from firstinspires.org) 

Design How scientists document their work:  (Note: see Documenting Your Work handout.) 

Handouts for Scientists and Design Packet 
Each activity in this worksheet has a handout for scientists attached to it. If you don’t have an electronic 
copy of the worksheets, they can be found on www.KRRobotics.net under ‘Outreach’ and ‘STEM Club’.  

A Lesson, activity, or note with a corresponding worksheet will be denoted in the subtitle in the 
workbook.  

In addition, many of the activities include designs from the Design Packet, though most are optional, 
and up to the individual teacher and situation. 

Common Mindstorms Mistakes and Problems: 
Ports and Connections 

Each motor and sensor is connected to the EV3 brick through wired connections into various 
ports. The motors are connected through lettered ports (A, B, C, D) and sensors are connected through 
numbered ports (1, 2, 3, 4). Each set of ports is located on opposite sides of the brick. Be sure that 
these are attached correctly. Motor ports can’t work with sensors and vice-versa.  

These ports play a role within the programming. For a movement block, the program will send 
signals to the selected motors for that block. If the motors aren’t plugged into the same port, they will 
not receive signal. For example: if a program tells motors A and B to rotate for 3 seconds, the brick will 
send signals to ports A and B. If the physical motors are plugged into ports C or D, they will not receive 
signal, and in turn, not move. 

This is one of the most common reasons that code will not work. When a Scientist is having 
issues with getting their code to work, check connections first. 

Sensor Height 
One of the most frequent mistakes that people make when using sensors like the Color sensor 
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is that they do not make or reserve enough space for it. Keep in mind that these sensors need to be in 
a key spot for them to function on the robot. For example, when using the color sensor, if you find that it 
is having a hard time sensing colors and already verified that it is powered and plugged into the correct 
port, try lowering or raising the sensor to see if it operates correctly.  

 As said before, you need to make sure that you reserve enough space on the robot to fit 
sensors and motors. Think of the robot as the device that transport the sensors and various other 
devices that are mounted to it, as they do all of the work.  
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Overall Outline 
1. Lesson L.1 + Activity 1.1 – Getting to Know your Kit (Done simultaneously) 
2. Lesson L.2 – How to Program 
3. Lesson L.3 – Motors and Movement 
4. Activity 1.2 – Navigating Mars 
5. Lesson L.4 – What is a Sensor? 
6. Lesson L.5 The Ultrasonic Sensor 
7. Lesson L.6 The Loop Block 
8. Activity 1.3 – Autonomous Rover 
9. Activity 1.4 – Exploring the Milky Way 
10. Lesson L.7 The Color Sensor 
11. Lesson L.8 The Switch Block 
12. Activity 1.5 – Following Saturn’s Rings 
13. Activity 1.6 – Finding Moons of Jupiter 
14. Lesson L.10 – The Touch Sensor 
15. Lesson L.11 – The Wait Block 
16. Lesson L.12 – Data Operations Block  
17. Activity 1.7 – Exploring Valles Marineris 
18. Lesson L.13 – Treads 
19. Lesson L.14 – Gears and Transferring Energy 
20. Lesson L.15 - Grabbers 
21. Lesson L.16 - Launchers and Shooters 
22. Activity sets 2, 3, & 4 
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L.0 Lessons for Scientists 
Welcome to the Lesson Series! The lessons are meant to guide the Scientists through the basics of 
Lego Mindstorms as they progress from Learning (1.0), to Moderate (2.0), to Advanced (3.0) activities. 
Each lesson plays a pivotal role in the overall outline and aligns with the learning goals and tasks. In 
addition, each lesson is paired with an interactive PowerPoint. 
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Lesson L.1 – Getting to Know Your Kit 
Like an engineer, you must know which tools are needed to get the job done. It would be best to 
familiarize yourself with the Legos and parts within your kit so you know which tools are at your 
disposal. The main bricks and sensors you are going to check that your kit has are: 
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Lesson L.2 – How to Program (Types of Blocks)  
In order to program a Lego Mindstorms Robot, you’ll need the official Lego Mindstorms Programming. 
A free, home-edition is available at www.Lego.com 

Go ahead and open up the Lego Mindstorms Program for EV3.  

Once it’s loaded, click the plus in the upper left-hand corner. You should be faced with a window that 
looks like this: 

 

This page is the canvas, where you will be building the code for your robot. There are several important 
parts of the canvas: 

The Block Toolbar: 

 

The Block Toolbar has six sections of blocks to use when programming.  

Under the green tab (shown above), you’ll find Action Blocks (See Lesson L.3). The Action 
Blocks section includes motor controls, sounds, turning, and visuals.  

Under the orange tab, you’ll find Flow Blocks. Flow Blocks include the 
loop block, switch block, begin block, and wait block (See Lessons L.7-L.9).  
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The yellow tab encompasses Sensor Blocks; includes color, touch, ultrasonic, and more sensor 
controls (See Lesson L.3).  

 

 

 

Under the red tab you’ll find Data Blocks; includes true or false, 
comparative, greater than/less than, and more (See Lesson L.12).  

 

 

 

The dark blue tab contains Advanced Blocks; includes 
unregulated motors, Bluetooth settings, and stop blocks. 

 

 

 

 

The EV3 Information Panel: 

 

Along the Right-hand side are three buttons. 

The Download Button: this button allows you to download your current program to your EV3 
brick. 

When you plug an EV3 Brick to the computer you’ll see a EV3 Information panel that looks like 
this: 

Using the tabs along the left side of the information panel, you can view what inputs are currently 
detected by the brick, to see if your motors and sensors are wired up correctly. 

You can also view information feedback from the EV3 brick. 
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The Play Button: 
Pressing the play button will download and play the current program through a 
plugged in EV3 robot. 

Using the play button is an excellent way to test sensor’s abilities and their 
limitations, as the screen displays feedback about where the robot is operating 
within the program. 

Beware! Pressing this button will instantly begin operating the program. 
Movement, such as a command to drive forward, can send a robot off the 

tabletop. Always be aware when pressing the play button. 

 

Basics of Programming: 
You can create any sequence of programs by dragging programming blocks (from the block toolbar) 
onto the programming workspace. 

When the blocks are close to each other, they will automatically snap together. 

 

You can also connect blocks by sequence wires between them and creating a connection. 

 

When you run your program, they will run in the sequence that they appear on screen, from left to right. 

 

Editing a Programming Block: 
When working with the code blocks in the EV3 canvas, you can select tabs on the clocks of code 
themselves to edit their values or criteria. This is an extremely useful feature, as it allows you to test 
and tweak many times in quick succession. 

Multitasking: 
By using the wiring-style of coding, you can have several tasks being performed simultaneously, as 
shown below. This is useful for playing sounds or performing other actions while moving. 
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Lesson L.3 – Motor and Movement Blocks 
There are two types of motors that Lego provides with their Mindstorm kits; Large and Medium. 

The motors look like this: (Large, Medium) 

 

The large motors are usually used for driving, while the medium motors are for accessories and extra 
control. 

Connecting a Motor to EV3 Module: 
 
Take the desired cable and plug it into an open, lettered port on 
the main control brick. Then plug the other end into the receiver 
on the motor. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Move Steering: 
 
Your options determine how the 
program will measure how long the 
wheels move, which direction, how 
much power they get, how long they 
move for, how they stop and which 
motors they affect. 
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Move Tank: 

 
Tank drive allows you to move a motor at a specific power level for either a certain amount of time, or 
until that motor has completed a certain number of turns. By controlling several motors at a time with 
tank drive, you can drive your robot around. 

Medium and Large Motor Control: 

 

 
The larger motor control block is a more detailed movement command, allowing you to adjust many                
features of the motor’s movement, while the smaller motor control block turns the motors on or off                 
before moving on to the next bit of code. 

Lesson L.4 – What is a Sensor? 
What is a sensor?  

Sensors detect change around the robot and helps it respond to situations. They act as the eyes 
and ears of the robot. Sensors send data back to the main brick as they recieve it, and allow the robot 
to adapt to different situations. 

How do sensors work? 
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- Sensors plug into the ports above and are powered by the brick. Sensors plug into the numbered 
ports while motors plug into the lettered ports. 

Types of Sensors include: 

● The Infrared (IR) sensor  
o IR Beacon Mode  
o IR Proximity Mode 
o IR Remote Mode 

● Ultrasonic sensor  
● Color sensor  
● Timer sensor  
● Touch sensor 
● Gyro  
● NXT Sound sensor  
● Temperature sensor  
● Energy Meter  
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Lesson L.5 – The Ultrasonic Sensor 
What is an Ultrasonic Sensor?  

The Ultrasonic Sensor is a digital sensor that can measure 

the distance to an object in front of it. It does this by sending out 

high-frequency sound waves and measuring how long it takes 

the sound to bounce back to the 
sensor. 

 

 

How can it be used? 

The Ultrasonic Sensor can help your robots avoid furniture, 

track a moving target, detect an intruder in your room, or “ping” 

with increasing volume or frequency as an object gets closer 
to the sensor. 

Ultrasonic Sensor block: 
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Lesson L.6 – The Loop Block 
The Loop Block works just as its name implies. The Loop Block continuously goes through a section of 
code until the set condition is reached.  

The loop block is one of the most important blocks for programming. There will be many times that you 
will need your robot to simply continue doing something forever, or until it finds what it’s looking for. 

 

Conditions can be used to tell the robot when to stop a loop, such as once the robot finds a block of a 
certain color, or once the robot is a certain distance away from a wall. Here is a list of all conditions that 
the loop block can be set to: 
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Lesson L.7 – The Color Sensor 
What is the color sensor? 

The Color Sensor is a digital sensor that can detect the color or 
intensity of light that enters the small window on the face of the 
sensor. This sensor can be used in three different modes: Color 
Mode, Reflected Light Intensity Mode, and Ambient Light 
Intensity Mode. The sample rate of the Color Sensor is 1 kHz/sec 

 
Color mode: 

In Color Mode, the Color Sensor recognizes seven colors—black, 

blue, green, yellow, red, white, and brown—plus No Color.  

Different colors all have different wavelengths of light. For example, red 

light has a much longer wavelength than violet light. The color sensor 

shoots a ray of light at a surface, and reads the wavelength of the light 

that’s reflected, and knows how to match those wavelengths to their respective colors. 

 

 

Reflected Light Intensity Mode: 
The Color Sensor measures the intensity of light reflected back  

from a red light-emitting lamp. The sensor uses a scale of  

0 (very dark) to 100 (very light). This can be used to not only 
recognize different shades of color but for applications like trying to 
find the same color. 

 

 

Ambient Light Intensity Mode: 

The Color Sensor measures the strength of light 

that enters the window from its environment. It uses the same  

scale that Reflected Light Intensity Mode uses. This can be used 

to allow your robot to know if it is in the light or dark. 
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Lesson L.8 – The Touch Sensor 
What is the touch sensor?  

The Touch Sensor is an analog sensor that can detect when 

the sensor’s red button has been pressed and when it is 
released. 

 

The touch sensor recognizes three different states. Pressed, 
released, and bumped. 
 
Bumped is defined as both pressed and released. 

 

While the touch sensor may be one of the simplest sensors in your kit, it’s also one of the most useful 
sensors, and acts like nerves for your robot.  
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Lesson L.9 – The Switch Block 
What is the switch block?  

The switch block can contain two or more paths of code. Each path within the 
switch block has its own set of criteria. The data that your robot gets from its sensors will 
tell the switch block which path of code to run. This block lets your robot begin to use logic 
and check the situations around it to see what it needs to do. 

 

EXAMPLE: 
In the example shown here the robot tests to see if its touch sensor is being pressed. If the sensor is 
pressed, the the robot gives a thumbs up, says yes, and says thank you. If the sensor is not pressed, 
the robot will give a thumbs down, say no, and say thank you. Notice that in either case, the robot says 
thank you because it is outside the switch block. Also note that the top path has a little checkmark (1), 
while the bottom path has a little X (2). The checkmark means that if the sensor is pressed, or positive, 
the robot will use that code. The X means that if the sensor isn’t pressed, then the robot will use the 
lower path of code. 
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Lesson L.10 – Logic Operations Block 
 

The Logic Operation block is a data operation block that takes one 
True/False input and crates a True/False output. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modes Inputs Used 
Result 

AND  

A, B True if both A and B are True, 
otherwise False 

OR  
A, B True if either A or B (or both) is True, 

False if both A and B are False 

XOR  

A, B True if exactly one of A and B is True, 
False if both A and B are True, 
False if both A and B are False 

NOT  

A True if A is False, 
False if A is True 
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Lesson L.11 – The Wait Block  
The Wait block makes your program wait for something before continuing to the 
next block in the sequence. You can wait for a certain amount of time, for a sensor 
to reach a certain value, or for a sensor value to change. 

 

 
 

Misconceptions 
The Wait block does not make your robot stop. Instead, your robot will keep doing whatever it’s doing, 
so if any motors are moving, or any sounds being played, they will continue until the wait block is over. 

Use the Mode Selector to select a Wait mode. Choose the Time mode to wait 
for a specified amount of time in seconds. Choose a sensor type and a 
Compare mode to wait for the sensor to reach a certain value. Choose a sensor 
type and a Change mode to wait for the sensor to change to a new value or by 
a certain amount. 
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Lesson L.12 – Data Operation Blocks 
Data Operation blocks are used to modify, input, or make data that you can work with to program your 
robot. There are 10 main Data Operation blocks that you will be using  

 

Constant Block – You can enter the value you have here into other places, and if you change its value 
all the others change as well.  

 

Variable Block – Create, make, and read variables. Variables are basically data locations. 

 

Array – Allows you to add elements, read and write individual elements.  

 

Logic – Takes a True or False input and creates a True or False Output  

 

Math – Does simple math calculations on a result  

 

Round – rounds a number to your choosing  

 

Compare – Compares two values with greater than, less than, etc. 
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Range – Tests whether or not a data sample is inside a certain range of number  

 

Text – Can combine up to three strings of text into one  

 

Random – Randomly chooses a numerical value or logical operation.  
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Lesson L.13 - Gyro Sensor 

 

 

The included Gyro Sensor measures the orientation of the robot. It measures the movement of the 
robot but not in length but the angle. It always measures how it has moved from its starting position.  

 

The gyro sensor allows you to make tight turns, as well as measure how much your robot has turned in 
terms of degrees since the beginning of your program. 
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Lesson L.14 – Treads 
 

In your kit you are given wheels and treads. The treads are not there only to look cool. There are very 
specific and different uses for both wheels and treads.  

One thing that wheels really struggle with is getting over obstacles. With 
wheels it may be easy for your robot to get stuck. Treads good at getting 
over obstacles and easily traverse any non flat surface. 

Although the treads may be better in rocky situations, treads aren’t always 
the answer to your problems. Treads are slower and less maneuverable 
than wheels, so don’t use treads in every scenario. 

In order to use treads, you’ll need to set them up correctly, attaching the 
belts of tread to the tread gears as pictured: 

 
Lesson L.15 – Grabbers 
Grabbers come in many shapes and sizes, including mechanisms that can pinch like a crab claw, and 
those that use conveyor belts to suck in an object. When considering how to construct a grabber, 
attempt to use the medium motor, as it’s easier to get the desired motion from the medium motor than 
the larger motor. Consider using a corkscrew piece or gears that allow you to change the axis of 
rotation easily, as shown in the picture. The corkscrew in the picture can be easily substituted for a 
gear. 

 

The code to close the grabber is simple if you’ve constructed it well, you should be able to simply drive 
your medium motor in one direction for a certain amount of time to close the grabber’s mouth, and drive 
it in reverse to open your grabber back up. Consider how you could attach your grabber to other 
moving parts in order to allow your grabber to lift objects into the robot, or place them on higher up 
areas. 
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Lesson L.16 – Launchers 
Launchers can be configured to launch many things, acting either as catapults or cannons depending 
on the payload to be launched. You may need a grabber to load your launcher, or sometimes you can 
simply start your robot with the launcher pre-loaded. Launchers usually need to be powerful, so don’t 
hesitate to use fairly large numbers when determining the power of the motors driving your launchers. 
Consider other ways to generate large amounts of power as well, such as spring-loading your 
launchers, or pinching objects to make them move quickly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Again, the code for catapults, trebuchets, shooters, and other flingy thingies should be fairly simple, 
requiring often only one or two motors to be moving at the same time in order to send your projectiles 
flying high! The best way to build reliable shooters and launchers is to test them repeatedly, until you 
can get your results to be as accurate as you want. 
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1.0 Learning Activities  
The 1.0 Sequence of Activities focuses on the learning basics of Lego Mindstorms and has a distinct 
focus on learning the programming language and methods of the EV3 robots. During the 1.0 sequence, 
scientists won’t need to completely rebuild their robots or add large mechanisms. Scientists are 
encouraged to learn the basics of programming as a team, and write out a plan before using the 
computer.  
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Activity 1.1 – Getting to Know Your Kit 
Learning Objective 1 and 2 

Activity Time: 60 minutes total: 60 minutes: presentation guided work and build of basic robot. 

Overview: An introduction to the pieces of the kits and an activity to build the base robot. 

Project: Welcome Scientists to your first day on the job here at Space, Technology and Robotics 
Studies (STARS)! Your Head Scientist will be guiding you through your time here, so be sure to listen 
closely as you solve our universe’s mysteries! Today you’ll split into small research teams and will learn 
about all the tools that are at your disposal and build your first Planetary Rover! Your rover will go on 
many exciting journeys, from the mountains of Mars, to the dangerous atmosphere of Mercury! 

Project Rules: 
- When pieces are taken out, the teams need to make sure they are put back in their rightful place 
- Teams may not trade pieces with other teams 
- Teams will build the base rover (based off designs from www.damienkee.com) 

Objective: Teams will learn about the pieces/parts in the kit, as well as build their first ‘rover’, a simple 
baseline robot. 

What you’ll need:  
- One Lego Mindstorm EV3 Base Kit per team 
- Robot build schematics/instructions 
- Scientist Handouts 

Setup:  No special table set-up required. 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- If you pick or assign teams, be sure to consider what the Scientist’s individual interests are. Some 

may be inclined to work with the programming, while others will be drawn towards the mechanical 
part.  

- Don’t be afraid to change some teams if it becomes evident that it’s not going to work. It’s better to 
find a solution earlier than later.  
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Activity 1.2 – Navigating Mars 
Learning Goals 2 and 3 

Activity Time: 60 minutes total: 5 minutes – Project Introduction, video, and questions 

45 minutes – Assembly, Programming, Testing 

10 minutes – Robot Presentation 

Overview: Program a robot that can navigate ‘Mars’ aka an obstacle course. 

Project: STARS Scientists! It’s time to put your new rovers to the test! You and your team have a very 
important job today! The Mars Curiosity Rover is currently lost in an unexplored part of Mars, and 
NASA has asked for our help reaching it. With your team, your job is to program your robot to navigate 
from the base and locate the Rover! 

Project Rules: 
- Each robot will begin in the starting area and must end in the finish area of the field.  
- In between the two sides (see sample diagram) are obstacles of varying size that the robot must 

navigate around. 
- Robots cannot move or push obstacles. 
- When programming the robot, use programming blocks from the Action blocks (green) section 

of the block toolbar.  
- Do not use any sensors. 

Objective: Scientists will program a robot without sensors to navigate an obstacle course. 

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit (assembled robot) 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Tape Measure for scientists 
- 5-7 Obstacles (Can be everyday object, or the Obstacle examples from the Design Packet) 

Setup: 
The diagram represents an example 
field for this activity. The yellow shapes 
represent possible obstacles. The 
placement of the items on ‘Mars’ is up to 
you.  

Field Specs: 

• Starting area: Spans length of field 
and is 1ft in width from the leftmost wall. 

• Ending area: spans length of field 
and is 1ft in width from rightmost wall. 

• Yellow Obstacles: obstacles for the robot to avoid. Can be any everyday object. 
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Note: Make sure that there is enough room between items that a robot can move through. Also make 
sure that there isn’t a completely straight path that they can take. 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- If a team succeeds easily, challenge them to navigate to the finish area, then navigate back a 

different way. 
- If a team finishes early after that, have them help other teams who may be struggling. 

Sample Program: 

 

The above sample program utilized two different blocks from the block toolbar: move steering block and 
move tank. Both can be used, or one can be used. They operate in basically the same manner. 

Program will: Make left turn (-25) at 10% power forwards for 5 rotations. 

Move B motor backwards at 10% power and C Motor forwards at 10% power for 
five rotations 

Make right turn (50) at 10% power for 3 rotations.  

Teams should photograph designs and save programs.  
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Activity 1.3 – Rover’s First Romping 
Learning Goals 2, 4, and 5 

Activity Time: 60 minutes total: 5 minutes – Project Introduction, video, and questions 

45 minutes – Assembly, Programming, Testing 

10 minutes – Robot Presentation 

Overview: Program a robot that utilizes the ultrasonic sensor to sense when to stop the robot from 
hitting the wall. 

Project: Welcome back STARS Scientists! Now that the rover has roughly located Curiosity, we need 
our rover to remotely scan for the wreckage of the old rover and get some close ups to know what 
we’re working with. We need your rover to drive out to where the wreckage is, and return safely with it’s 
pictures. To do so, we’ve provided you with two sensors, the Touch Sensor and the Ultrasonic sensor. 
Both are excellent tools to create your autonomous robot, in fact, we recommend that you work with 
both and design two separate programs to complete this task. Good luck Scientists! 

Project Rules: 
- The robot starts at one end of the 4’x8’ space, turn around, and return to the starting point. 
- The robot cannot hit either wall/barrier 
- The program must end with the robot coming to a complete stop 
- Scientists may only have the ultrasonic sensor equipped on their robot. 
- Scientists must use a ‘loop’ or ‘switch’ block in their program 
- Robots will go one at a time 
- Teams can pick up their robot up at any time, and on any section of the field. However, the 

robot must begin from the Starting area. 

Objective: Scientists will utilize the ultrasonic sensor to let the robot know when to turn around. 
What you’ll need: 

- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- One Ultrasonic sensor and Touch sensor per team 

Setup: 
This diagram shows the setup and basic 
movement of the robot for this activity. 

The field is clear of any obstacles. The 
field is surrounded by walls that are at 
least 4 inches high.  

Field Specs:  

• Starting/Ending area: Spans length 
of field and is 1ft in width from the 
leftmost wall. 
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Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- This is the first time the Scientists will be using the loop block as well as any sensor. It’s easy to 

connect the two as mutually exclusive, but they are not. The loop block can be used for almost 
anything in Lego programming, from sensors, to logic blocks, etc. 

- If Scientists finish early, challenge them to go to navigate to all four corners using the ultrasonic 
sensor and loop block. 

Sample Program: 

 
Program will:  

Loop 1: Move forward at 75% motor power with both motors (B + C Ports) 1 
rotation until the Ultrasonic sensor (Port 4) senses something less than 20 in in 
front of it. Note: after each rotation, the motors will not break, instead, they will 
coast. This is optional and doesn't make too much of an impact on the outcome.  

Wait for 1 second. Note: This is not required, but allows the scientists to see 
when the loop has ended. 

Turn to the right on 50% power for 3 rotation. Note: these rotations numbers are 
arbitrary and depend on the actual situation. 

Loop 2: Move forward at 75% motor power with both motors (B + C Ports) 1 
rotation until the Ultrasonic sensor (Port 4) senses something less than 20 in in 
front of it.  

Program end 

Teams should photograph designs and save programs. 
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Activity 1.4 – Touchdown 
Learning Goals 2, 3, 5, and 7 

Activity Time: 55 min total: 5 minutes – Project Introduction, video, and questions 

30 minutes – Assembly, Programming, Testing 

10 minutes – Robot Presentation 

10 minutes - Debrief 

Overview: Move the robot in a square so that it stops at the exact location it started in. If you repeat 
this 5 times without stopping, does the robot still end up in the same location? 

Project: Greetings Scientists! Your excellent work in locating the Curiosity rover has almost enabled its 
recovery. However, one more challenge stands in the way. There must be a rectangular area clear for 
the craft to land, otherwise uneven ground could damage the pickup craft, and then both the shuttle and 
rover would be lost. Your objective is to use your rover to move in a rectangular path and mark out a 
patch of clear ground for the pickup craft to land on. The marking may require several passes, as Mars’ 
dirt is a deep red, and tracks may be hard to spot from a long distance away. 

Project Rules: 
- The craft must move in a square pattern (at least resemble a square, 90-ish degree angles, 

equal side lengths) 
- Crafts must touch each marked square/mark or at least get reasonably close to the target. 
- The craft must make 3 full laps 
- Scientists must first attempt this without using any sensors, then may attempt this with an 

ultrasonic sensor. 
- Teams can pick up their robot up at any time, and on any section of the field. However, the 

robot must begin from the Starting area. 

Objective: While it seems simple to copy and paste 3 sections of code, the idea behind this is to prove 
that it may not end it its exact starting position. We want the scientists to first try this without an 
ultrasonic sensor, and then with an ultrasonic sensor. 

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- FLL Table or 4’x8’ space with walls at each end 
- Tape/colored paper to mark goals 
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Setup: 
Each square represents a point that must be 
touched by the robot’s path. These can be 
marked with tape, or secured paper. 

Field Specs: 

• Yellow/Colored Targets: four evenly placed 
targets for each robot to hit on each run through: 

• 8inx8in 

• Located 12 in from either the leftmost 
or rightmost wall 

• Located 12 in from the top or bottom wall 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- The idea behind this activity is to compare and contrast how accurate a robot is when using 

sensors versus when programming without sensors. It is recommended for teams to try this first 
without sensors, and to get their robot to be as accurate as possible, before programming with 
an ultrasonic sensor or other sensors. 

Sample Program: 

 

The above program uses the loop block twice as well as the tank and steering drive. 

Program will: Move forward (0 turn) for 3 rotations at 100% speed 

Then the B motor will roll backwards for 1.5 rotations at 75% speed while the C motor 
will roll forwards for 1.5 rotations at 75% speed 

And repeat four times (to complete a full lap) 

Then repeat the whole thing four times (to complete 3 laps) 

Presentation and Debrief: 
After each team presents their robot and program, everyone should come together to discuss 
differences between programming with sensors and without. Which was more accurate? Which took 
longer to program? Which stayed on course for longer during the 3 laps? 

Teams should photograph designs and save programs.  
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Activity 1.5 – Supply Search 
Learning Goals 2, 7, 8, and 9 

Activity Time: 120 minutes total: 10 minutes – Project Introduction, video, and questions 

85 minutes – Assembly, Programming, Testing 

25 minutes – Robot Presentation 

Overview: Program a robot that will navigate to GPS coordinates via a path. 

Project: Hello Scientists! With the area cleared, map created, and the pickup shuttle on its way, all 
things seem to be going according to plan. One thing has gone wrong, however, your rover is running 
out of energy! Thankfully, a passing spaceship has offered to drop an extra power supply nearby, and 
all we have to do is retrieve it. They’ve uploaded the GPS coordinates to your rover’s computer, and all 
you have to do is program your rover to follow the path they’ve given to you. 

Project Rules:  
- The robot you program must follow the line drawn/created 
- The robot must continuously follow the line throughout the test. 
- The robot can only be equipped with the Color Sensor  
- Robots can be picked up from the field at any time, however, they must be restarted at the 

beginning of the line. 
- “Nudging” or “Bumping” the robot back on course, is not allowed. The robot must be restarted if 

touched by a scientist. 
- Programming must use color sensor. 
- Teams can choose to start their robot at any end of the line. 

Objective: Teams will be able to tackle a tough Lego Mindstorms classic: Line following robot. Teams 
must program their robot (equipped with color sensor) to follow a line. This activity will allow them to 
use the switch, loop, and color/ambient light sensor. 
What you’ll need:  

- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- One color sensor per robot 
- White/Light colored board with Black Lines (Whiteboard/light plywood & Black Tape or Reverse) 
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Setup:  
 
The field will consist of large light 
colored board that black colored tape 
will be laid across that the robot will 
follow  
Field Specs: 

• Blank field (light/white colored) with 
a black taped line. See Head Scientist 
Recommendations for more information 
about the black line. 

Head Scientist Recommendations:  
- This can be a tougher lesson for most. It is more involved and has a lot more trial and error for 

most. 
- Most Scientists get frustrated during this lesson, especially if they don’t have prior experience with 

Lego Mindstorms 
- Avoid harsh angles, often times even the most careful robots cannot follow them. Keep angles 100 

degrees or more. 
- Scientists will sometimes have issues seeing the line. If they’re programming appears correct (and 

all of the ports to motors and sensor are correct) they may need to adjust their height of their color 
sensor in relation to the line. It must be parallel to the surface that has the line on it. Gaps of more 
than ¾” can cause problems. 

- There are many great tutorials and youtube Videos for this project online.  
o Our team recommends: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODAGVeeDagk  
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Sample Program: 

 
Program will:  

Switch 1: The switch block is set to Color sensor - Compare - Reflected Light Intensity. 
This means that it will constantly measure for a time when the measurement is less than 
70 (100-70 are considered very dark to dark). When the measurement is less than 70, it 
will activate the ‘True’ section of the switch block, and will move the C motor at 30% 
speed. When the statement is not true (seeing black or dark line) it will activate the B 
motor at 30% speed. Note that the motors are set to be constantly on, meaning that the 
robot will be simultaneously measuring and moving the motor. Note that depending on 
the C and B motor placement, the robot will lean more towards the left or right side when 
following the line. This means that if the pathway curves towards the right, as is shown in 
the setup example above, the one would want the robot to go to the right when the 
statement is false (sees dark line) 

The loop indicates this process with go on infinitely. 

Teams should photograph designs and save programs.  
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Activity 1.6 – Pathfinding 
Learning Goals 2, 7, 8, and 10 

Activity Time: 120 minutes total: 10 minutes - Project Introduction, video, and questions 

    95 minutes – Programing and Testing. 

    15 minutes – Showcase and Demonstrate to group 

Overview: Program a robot to follow a certain color of line (Find way back to shuttle) 

Project: Greetings Scientists! Now that our rover is fully charged, we must find our way back to the 
shuttle retrieval point before getting picked up. While we had a clear and defined path to get to the 
supply drop, cosmic interference scrambled their message on how to get back, leaving us with 3 very 
different paths. Be careful to send our rover on the correct path, or else it may be destroyed by Mars’ 
harsh environment! Use your robot’s sensors to choose the correct path and return to the pickup point. 

Project rules:  
- Robot must stay on only one color line  
- The robot must not follow any other color  
- The robot must be able to follow an entire color path without getting diverted 
- Robots can be picked up from the field at any time, however, they must be restarted at the 

beginning of their line. 
- “Nudging” or “Bumping” the robot back on course, is not allowed. The robot must be restarted if 

touched by a scientist. 

Objective: Scientists will be able to program the robot to follow certain colors of lines using the color 
sensor.  

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- White/Light colored board and multiple diverse colors of tape (tape at least .5in wide) 

Setup:  
 

Blank field (light/white colored) with a      
various colored taped lines. See Head      
Scientist Recommendations for more    
information about the lines. 

Field Specs: 

• Blank field (light/white colored) with a      
various colored taped lines. See Head      
Scientist Recommendations for more    

information about the lines. 
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Head Scientist Recommendations 
- If teams find trouble staying on their line make sure it is thick enough to know for certain that the                    

color sensor is within its bounds. 
- If a team has finished early, have them create programs for each line color. This will allow them                  

to deeper understand how the color sensor/ambient light sensor works. 
- If a team still finishes early, challenge them to have their robot navigate a color, then backtrack                 

and follow another line color.  
- If/When lines overlap, it may confuse the robot and convince it to backtrack or turn around. Take                 

care when intersecting lines. 

Sample Program: 

 
Program will:  

Switch 1: The switch block is set to Color sensor - Measure - Color. Instead of 
searching for a range, 100-70, it will look for the color blue. Within the Switch it 
has two options, no color/white or blue. The dot next to the white option indicates 
that this will be the default case. When the robot measures blue, it will power the 
C motor at 30% power. When the robot measures no color or white, it will power 
the B motor at 30% power.  

The loop indicates this process with go on infinitely. 

Teams should photograph designs and save programs.  
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Activity 1.7 – The Dust 
Learning Goals 2, and 4-10 

Activity Time: 120 minutes total: 5 minutes – Project Introduction, video, and questions 

    90 minutes – Assembly, Programming, Testing 

    25 minutes – Robot Presentation 

Overview: Program a robot to go, touch a wall, and return 

Project: Hello STARS scientists! We need your help once again! A horrible dust storm has brewed at 
the pickup location, and the astronauts sent to pick up the Curiosity rover cannot find their way! Luckily 
enough, we still know where the lost Curiosity rover is, and our rover can guide the astronauts through 
the storm and rough terrain to Curiosity! Once Curiosity is recovered, our rover must lead the 
astronauts back through the sandstorm and bring them to the shuttle to take Curiosity home! 

Project Rules:  
- Each robot must begin in the Starting Area 
- Each robot must be equipped with the Touch Sensor 
- Teams may, if they choose, equip their robot with the ultrasonic sensor or color sensor.  
- Teams may use a maximum of two sensors, including the touch sensor. 
- Robots can be picked up from the field at any time, however, they must be restarted in the 

Starting Area. 
- “Nudging” or “Bumping” the robot back on course, is not allowed. The robot must be restarted if 

touched by a scientist. 
- Dragging field obstacles with the robot is not allowed. 
- Robots may touch obstacles, but they are encouraged to run a “clean” program where they do 

not contact any obstacles. 
- Teams will have 3-5 tries (depending on preference) when presenting, however they may have 

as many tries as needed during Assembly time. 

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- 3-5 Obstacles for Robots to avoid (Can be everyday objects or Obstacle designs from the 

Design Packet) 
- Sensors: Touch Sensor (required), Ultrasonic, Color 
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Objective:  
The robot will succeed on the activity if it completes all of the following tasks  

o Leaves the outpost  
o Touches the wall (using the touch sensor) 

▪ Teams need to integrate the touch sensor into their design and programming. The touch 
sensor needs to be the input that tells the robot to turn around and return to base. 

- Returns to the starting position  
Setup: 

Field Specs: 

• Starting area: Spans length of field and is 10in 
in width from the leftmost wall.  

• Yellow Obstacles: obstacles for the robot to 
avoid. Can be any everyday object. Recommended to 
be secured to field with tape or other attachment. 

• Black Line: meant to guide robots that choose 
to use the color sensor. May have straight or curved 

lengths with forks in line to make it more complicated. Forms a path from Starting area to Wall. 
See Head Scientist Recommendations for more information about the black line. 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- When placing obstacles, you have a few options. Teams are allowed to equip either the color or 

ultrasonic sensor in addition to their color sensor to help them navigate. For this lesson, you 
could do a mix of colored lines on the ground for the robot to follow and obstacles for robots to 
navigate. This will lead to greater variation of design and programming. 

- Now that the scientists are more comfortable with Lego Mindstorms, make it a small 
competition. Who can navigate, touch the wall, and return fastest? This will cause the scientists 
to compare and give what sensor to go with a lot of thought. However, remember Gracious 
Professionalism and Coopertition! 

Sample Program: 

 

The above program uses the loop in succession to travel the length of the field. The program also is 
built to move in a straight line, but STARS Scientists will have to navigate obstacles to reach the end. It 
is recommended that they use either an ultrasonic or color sensor, to navigate.  

Program will: Move forward (0 turn) for 1 rotations at 100% speed which will loop until the touch 
sensor in port 1 reads ‘pressed’. 
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Then the B+C motor will roll backwards for 2 rotations at 75% speed  

Move forward (0 turn) for 1 rotations at 100% speed which will loop until the touch 
sensor in port 1 reads ‘pressed’. 
 

Presentation and Debrief: 
Programs should be run as a group so each team can see the differences in programming and 
approach each team took. Before demonstrating their program, teams should discuss their design 
decisions. Some examples of things to cover are below: 

- Sensors: How many sensors did they use? What sensors did they choose and why? 
- Programming: How did they approach the problem? Did they run into any significant issues 

while working? If so, briefly explain. 
Teams should photograph designs and save programs. 
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2.0 Moderate Activities 

The 2.0 Sequence of Activities focuses on the learning how to be innovative with mechanisms and how 
mechanisms work. This sequence has a greater focus on working with mechanisms and a manipulative 
part of a robot. This is the time where the more mechanical Scientists are given a chance to work; they 
are encouraged to work with their team to design their craft to best address the activity. Scientists are 
encouraged to plan and draw out their ideas on a piece of paper and work with their team to agree on a 
design, before assembling. 
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Activity 2.1 – Clearing the Way on Mercury 
Learning Goals 2, 11, and 12 

Activity Timeline: 210 minutes – 20 minutes – Introduction of Project 

       30 minutes – Assembly of Claw/Grabber 

       110 minutes – Programming and Testing 

       50 minutes – Demonstration of robots and Debrief  

Overview: Build a claw/apparatus that can pick up objects then transport them. 

Project: Attention all STARS scientists! Construction of a new base on Mercury has begun, and your 
engineering expertise is required to help in the completion of this new space base. Our astronauts are 
currently clearing boulders on the surface of mercury, but the atmosphere of Mercury is dangerous to 
work in and our astronauts cannot work alone. We need a robot with a claw mechanism to help clear 
the ground for the new space base construction. 

Project Rules:  
- The Claw/Apparatus must be constructed with a medium motor  
- Each team must move at least two boulders (note: the team is allowed to restart their code and 

reset their robot between boulders, but teams are challenged to have a continuous program) 
- Teams can “herd” the boulders, however they are challenged to lift and grab the boulders. 
- Only one boulder can be in contact with the robot at any time. 
- Teams can pick up their robot up at any time, and on any section of the field. However, the 

robot must begin from the Starting area. 
- Teams will have 3-5 tries during Presentation time, but unlimited tries during Assembly time 
- Only one sensor may be used. 
- No time limit to complete task. 

What you’ll need:  
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Medium Motor 
- 3 “Boulders” that can be grabbed. (Design included in design packet) 

Objective:  
- To pick up boulders and place them at the drop off point  

o Drive your robot from the Starting Area to the Target Area 
o Pick up the object 
o Bring the object back to the Starting Area 
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Setup:  
Field Specs: 

• Starting Area: Teams will begin in the 
starting area. The starting area spans the 
length of the field, and is 8” in width. It is 
recommended to mark this with paper or 
tape.  
• Barrier: The red section above is a 
space where robots cannot drive and 
boulders cannot be dropped.  

o Two boxes or textbooks can 
mark this area. It is recommended that a physical barrier be used.  

o The area left in between these two barriers marks the boulder space.  

o The barrier is located 3ft from the leftmost wall and spans a varying width (depending on 
barriers used) 

• Boulder Zone: Boulders exist in the yellow marked area. Boulders must be moved from that area to 
the drop off zones. 3 boulders will begin in this area. It is recommended to mark this with paper or 
tape.  

• Drop off point: two areas where boulders can be dropped. 

o 1ft length from the top and bottom walls and span the zone from the starting area to the 
barrier zone. Boulders must be dropped here. It is recommended to mark this with paper or 
tape.  

• Ending Zone: Robots must end here the ending zone spans the length of the field and is 11-12” 
in width (depending on personal preference). It is recommended to mark this with paper or tape.  

Head Scientist Recommendations 
- While this challenge has an emphasis on build, it also will force the Scientists to figure out how 

to make their robot accurate when removing boulders. Mechanical teams need to communicate 
with their programmers to decide on sensors and drive functionality. This is their first real 
challenge working together. Remind the Scientists of the sensors at their disposal is they have a 
hard time trying to pick up the boulders. 

- The attachment designs from www.damienkee.com are a good place to start for any lost teams. 
- Don’t be afraid to step in if disagreements occur, in fact, it’s probable that the mechanical side 

will disagree with the programming (if separated). Make sure that the two are working together 
to create a cohesive craft. 

- If a team finishes early, place something in the Ending Area and ask them to get it back to the 
Starting Area after clearing the boulders.  
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Sample Program: No sample program will be provided because build structures will vary widely 
between teams, and a sample program will be useless for most teams. However, we do offer the 
following recommendations: 

- When integrating the medium motor into your programming, be aware of directions when 
testing. Often claws/grabbers have a limited range of movement. 

- Multiple Switch, Loop and/or Logic blocks will probably be used. 

Demonstration and Debrief: 
After demonstrating their robots, scientists should discuss their process. What was their original idea? 
What issues did they run into? Why did they make the decisions they did? After all teams have 
demonstrated, come together and discuss what methods worked best, what sensors were most useful 
in this challenge, etc. 

Teams should photograph designs and save programs.  
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Activity 2.2 – Trying Out Treads 
Learning Goals 2 and 13 

Activity Timeline: 120 minutes total: 15 minutes – Introduction to Project 

   90 minutes – Assembly, Programming, Testing 

  15 minutes - Debrief 

Overview: Build a robot that uses treads as its way to transport itself. 

Project: STAR Scientists, we have run into a problem! The surface of Mercury is even more volatile 
than expected, and the rough terrain requires more traction than wheels can provide. Therefore, we’re 
enlisting you, scientists, to attempt to create a construction rover using treads as your primary form of 
movement. A simple path around the new space base construction site will be used to test the 
effectiveness of your robot’s capability to move. 

Project Rules:  
- There will be NO use of wheels  
- The treads will be the only device contacting the robot and the ground 
- Must be able to cross the obstacles that are on the field.  
- Only 1 sensor is allowed per team. 
- Robots can be picked up from the field at any time, however, they must be restarted in the 

Starting Area. 
- “Nudging” or “Bumping” the robot back on course, is not allowed. The robot must be restarted if 

touched by a scientist. 
- Dragging field obstacles with the robot is not allowed. 
- Robots may touch obstacles, but they are encouraged to run a “clean” program where they do 

not contact any obstacles. 
- No time limit to complete task. 

Objective: Scientists will be able to construct alternate transportation methods using treads.  
What you’ll need: 

- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Large motor(s) for the treads 
- Tread pieces for assembly 
- 5-7 Obstacles (Can be everyday object, or the Obstacle examples from the Design Packet) 
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Setup: 
Field Specs: 

• Starting Area: Where the robot must 
start; spans length of field and is 11” - 12” 
(depending on preference)  in width. It is 
recommended to mark this area paper or tape. 

• Ending Zone: Where the robot must 
finish (without touching any obstacles); spans 
length of field, 11” - 12” (depending on 
preference)  in width. It is recommended to 

mark this area paper or tape. 
• Yellow Obstacles: obstacles for the robot to avoid. Can be any everyday object. These are 

randomly placed between the Starting and Finish Area/Ending Zone. Recommended to be at 
least 8” from each other and side walls. Multiple pathways through should be available. 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- Robots with treads will be wider. Keep this in mind when placing obstacles. 
- Teams do not have to use sensors in this activity. 
- As Scientists learn more about treads and how they’re different/same from classic wheels, they 

are encouraged to address these as they go through this project. 
- From here on out, Scientists are allowed to use any drivetrain they want to address the activity 

challenges. If Scientists are having trouble, refer them to L.13 on treads 

Sample Program: No sample program is provided, however tank drive is highly recommended for this 
activity. 

Debrief: 
It is recommended to have a group debrief between all teams and discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages of treads as well as how their mobility compares to wheels. Several possible topics are 
listed below: 

- Size: Which is more compact? 
- Quality: Was there a difference in breakdown? Do wheels or treads seem more fragile? 
- Mobility: Which would be better on bumpy or uneven terrain? 
- Speed: Was there a noticeable difference is speed? 

It also may be good to go over real life examples where treads and wheels are used, and compare 
those. For example: Tank vs. Car. What are the different situations each are subject to? Why don’t cars 
have treads for our roadways? Why don’t tanks have wheels for offroad work and treacherous terrain? 

Teams should photograph designs and save programs.  
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Activity 2.3 – Supply Search 
Learning Goals 2 and 12 

Activity Timeline: 210 minutes total – 20 minutes – Project Introduction 

  160 minutes - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

  30 minutes - Presentation of Program 

Overview: Program the robot to go out, grab an object along the way, drop it at another point and then 
return to its point of origin. 

Project: Hello STAR Scientists, we will need your help and ingenuity once again. Some of the existing 
bases on Mercury are running low on supplies. Your team must transport supplies to the other bases 
then return to main base. However, they’ll need to navigate Mercury’s treacherous terrain on the way to 
the supply drop, and because of the distance, it will be impossible to remotely control your robot along 
the way. In addition, the terrain is constantly changing due to some storms that have recently kicked up, 
so you’ll need to employ your knowledge of sensors to guide your rover! We know you can do it STARS 
Scientists! 

Project Rules:  
- The robot must be able to successfully complete the mission without dropping the package 
- Must be able to return to base with supplies.  
- Scientists are limited to a total of three sensors, and must use at least one sensor. 
- Robots can be picked up from the field at any time, however, they must be restarted in the 

Starting Area. 
- “Nudging” or “Bumping” the robot back on course, is not allowed. The robot must be restarted if 

touched by a scientist. 
- Dragging field obstacles with the robot is not allowed. 
- Robots may touch obstacles, but they are encouraged to run a “clean” program where they do 

not contact any obstacles. 
- No time limit to complete task. 

Objective: Scientists will be able to use the sensors to program the robot to find and drop off an object. 

What you’ll need:  
- Sensors: Ultrasonic, Touch, Color, Gyro 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Device to hold/drop off the package  
- 5-7 Obstacles for Robots to avoid (Can be everyday objects or Obstacle designs from the 

Design Packet) 
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Setup: 
Field Specs: 

• Drop-off area/Starting area: This is 
the area where your robot will begin and 
drop off the supplies to. It spans the length 
of the field and is 1.5 ft in width.  It is 
recommended to mark this area paper or 
tape. 

• Green Obstacles: obstacles for the 
robot to avoid. Can be any everyday 
object. Recommended to tape or attach 

down to table. 
• Supply Zone: An area (towards the center of the field) that contains the supplies. Is in the zone 

that spans the length of the field and is less than 1.5ft from the rightmost wall. It is highly 
recommended to mark this area paper or tape. 

Head Scientist Recommendations:  
- If Scientists finish early challenge them to take something from the outpost and return to base 

with those objects after the delivery.  
- If the Scientists are having trouble with the programming then remind them to look back at the 

programming blocks to see which are applicable  
- Scientists are allowed two sensors, and if they wish then can use either the color or touch 

sensor to aid them. 
- If scientists are doing well, challenge them to see who can complete the task the fastest. 

Presentation and Demonstration: 
Programs should be run as a group so each team can see the differences in programming and 
approach each team took. Before demonstrating their program, teams should discuss their design 
decisions. Some examples of things to cover are below: 

- Drivetrain: How did the team choose to move their robot? Wheels, Treads, or something else? 
- Sensors: How many sensors did they use? What sensors did they choose and why? 
- Programming: Did they use any logic blocks? Did they use any special blocks? 

Teams should photograph designs and save programs. 
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Activity 2.4 – The Mysterious Mountain 
Learning Goals 2 and 13 

Activity Timeline: 180 minutes total – 20 minutes – Project Introduction 

   130 minutes - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

   30 minutes - Presentation 

Overview: Build a robot to go up a rough incline 

Project: Welcome back STARS Scientists! Construction of the new space base on Mercury is well 
underway, and your rover may begin to work on other tasks, such as scouting. A mountain has been 
spotted not too far away from the space base, and the scientists deployed at the base would like to 
know what the landscape looks like from the top of the mountain, as well as what’s on the other side. 
Your task is to climb the mountain, and safely reach the other side. Best of luck, scientists! 

Project Rules:  
- The robot must climb supporting its own weight under only its own power.  
- Must make it to the ending zone 
- Robots can be picked up from the field at any time, however, they must be restarted in the 

Starting Area. 
- “Nudging” or “Bumping” the robot back on course, is not allowed. The robot must be restarted if 

touched by a scientist. 
- Teams have 5 chances to climb the mountain during Presentation, but may have unlimited tries 

during Assembly Time. 
- Teams are limited to one sensor 

Objective: The Scientists must build a robot that will be able to climb large inclines. 

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Textbooks or 2x4 with hard cover to create incline for Mercury Mountain 
- Sensors: Ultrasonic, Touch, Gyro, Color 

Setup: 
Field Specs: 

• Starting area: Spans length of 
field and is 1ft in width from the leftmost 
wall. 

• Ending area: spans length of 
field and is 1ft in width from rightmost 
wall. 

• Textbook/climb zone: spans 
length of field: Can be 1 or two 
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textbooks high (2-4in). Recommended to put at some sort of incline. 
Head Scientist Recommendations:  

• If a team has a hard time scaling the terrain ask them to consider redesigning the bot 
• If a team is done early, challenge them to climb the mountain, and then climb it again in 

sequence. Ask them to compare and contrast how the craft reacts. 
Presentation and Debrief: 

Programs should be run as a group so each team can see the differences in programming and 
approach each team took. Before demonstrating their program, teams should discuss their design 
decisions. Some examples of things to cover are below: 

- Drivetrain: How did the team choose to move their robot? Wheels, Treads, or something else? 
Did they choose to raise their EV3 brick at all? How did weight distribution impact their robot? 

- Sensors: How many sensors did they use? What sensors did they choose and why? 
- Programming: Did they use any special blocks? 

Teams should photograph designs and save programs. 
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Activity 2.5 – Saving the Base on Mercury 
Learning Goals 2 and 12 

Activity Timeline: 180 minutes – 20 minutes – Project Introduction 

     140 minutes – Assembly, Programming, Testing 

     20 minutes – Presentation  

Overview: Build a Lego mechanism to launch a small object set distances. 

Project: STARS Scientists! We have an emergency on our hands! While your rover was off exploring 
the mountain in the distance, we have received an emergency signal from the space base! An asteroid 
has crashed through the space shuttle carrying the raw materials needed to continue construction! 
Luckily, the mountain you’ve explored is rich in raw iron and aluminum, the very materials needed at 
the base, and you can deliver these materials to the base to save the day. Unfortunately, the asteroid 
also landed quite close to the base, rendering some of the terrain simply too dangerous to pass in the 
rover. Because of this, you must deliver the materials to the base through the use of a catapult-like 
system. This is a lengthy and difficult task, but we know you can do it! Good luck scientists! 

Project Rules:  
- Your Lego mechanism cannot cross the low barrier (ridge of the crater) 
- Your Lego mechanism must not fall over after launching 
- Your Lego mechanism will only launch towards the Target Area 
- Teams are limited to one sensor 
- Any drivetrain may be used 
- Robots can be picked up from the field at any time, however, they must be restarted in the 

Starting Area. 
- “Nudging” or “Bumping” the robot back on course, is not allowed. The robot must be restarted if 

touched by a scientist. 
- Teams have 10 chances to hit the target during Presentation, but may have unlimited tries 

during Assembly Time. 

Objective:  
- To complete the task, you will launch a small Lego box to a set position 

o Your Lego mechanism will be placed in the Launching Area 
o Your Lego mechanism must launch the object to the Target Area 

What you’ll need:  
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Sensors: Ultrasonic, Touch, Gyro, Color 
- Ammunition (ping pong balls or equivalent) to launch into the target area 
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Setup: 
Field Specs: 

• Starting area: Spans length of field 
and is 1ft in width from the leftmost wall. 
It is recommended to mark this with 
paper or tape. 
• Low barrier (can be textbooks/etc): 
a zone that spans the length of the field 
and is 10in in width and begins 4ft from 
the leftmost wall of the field. 
• Dead zone: an area where 

‘aluminum’ cannot land. Spans from right edge of barrier to rightmost wall, with exception of the 
target zone. 

• Target Zone: targeted area for aluminum landing 
o Is 3ft in length and centered on field with 6in between top edge of zone and top wall. 
o It is 2ft in width from the rightmost wall. 
o Recommended: tape out in masking tape to mark. 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- If a team succeeds at first: 

o Challenge them to see how far they can throw the supplies. (The crater grew). 
o Also, challenge them to predict what would happen and how they would have to adapt if 

the supplies were lighter or heavier, then have them test their hypothesis. 
o You can also try having them throw something in succession, each to a different goal. 

Presentation and Debrief: 
Programs should be run as a group so each team can see the differences in programming and 
approach each team took. Before demonstrating their program, teams should discuss their design 
decisions. Some examples of things to cover are below: 

- Drivetrain: How did the team choose to move their robot? Wheels, Treads, or something else? 
Did they choose to raise their EV3 brick at all? How did weight distribution impact their robot? 

- Sensors: How many sensors did they use? What sensors did they choose and why? 
- Programming: Did they use any special blocks? 
- Troubleshooting: What issues did they run into? What issue was hardest to overcome? 

Teams should photograph designs and save programs. 
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Activity 2.6 – Malfunctioning Machines 
Learning Goals 2 and 14 

Activity Timeline: 150 minutes total: 20 minutes – Project Introduction 

  30 minutes – App Setup 

  60 minutes - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

  40 minutes – Debrief of project 

Overview: Use the EV3 app to control the robot  

Project: Hello STAR Scientists! The recent asteroid storm has disrupted the magnetic fields one 
Mercury, and made many machines work as they were not intended to. Drills are malfunctioning, rovers 
aren’t responding correctly, and all other machines have gone plain wonky. Because of this, we’re in 
need of you scientists to control the rover like an RC car. It’s up to you to figure out how to control this 
robot correctly, and we need it ASAP! Good luck scientists! 

Project Rules: Must only use the input from the app to control the robot 
Objective: Manipulate the robot using the EV3 app controller  

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Android or IOS device with the EV3 app 

How to Use the App: 
- Each EV3 block should have bluetooth enabled. 
- Once the app has been downloaded, enable the bluetooth on the device (aka phone or tablet) 

and pair with the EV3 block. 
- Once they have been paired, it should connect through the app and scientists can begin 

creating their control panels. 

Setup: Blank Field 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- Make sure that each team renames there EV3 block before connecting to it via Bluetooth from 

the app. This ensures that they connect to the correct robot. This can be done through the EV3 
programming once the block is plugged in. 

Presentation and Debrief: 
After each team has sufficient time to use the app, discuss with them the benefits and disadvantages of 
remote control versus autonomous modes. Discuss questions such as: 

- Which is more exact: Controller or Autonomous sensors? Why do you think this is? 
- Where would a remote control be useful? 
- If your team had to pick up an item, which would take less time: Remote control, Autonomous, 

or a mix? 
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Teams should photograph designs and save programs.  
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Activity 2.7 – A Lust for Luster 
Learning Goals 2 and 13 

Activity Timeline: 270 minutes – 30 minutes – Project Introduction 

       200 minutes - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

       40 minutes – Presentation and Debrief 

Overview: Build a robot to get from place A to place B without the use of treads/wheels 

Project: Welcome STAR Scientists! As the final days of construction come to a close, all that’s left to 
do is decorate the base. The scientists have found a particularly beautiful metal on Mercury that they 
wish to use to cover the grand entrance of the base, and need your help in retrieving it. The terrain 
around this metal is so craggy and uneven that not even treads will do. The space base’s managers 
have hired you to develop a method of moving without using either wheels or tread, so that a vehicle 
may be constructed to retrieve the special metal. Good luck scientists, this may be your last time on 
Mercury! 

Project Rules:  
- The robot must be able to transport itself without the use of wheels or treads 
- The robot must be able to support its own weight.  
- The robot will be able to efficiently navigate the area.  
- One sensor limit 
- Robots can be picked up from the field at any time, however, they must be restarted in the 

Starting Area. 
- “Nudging” or “Bumping” the robot back on course, is not allowed. The robot must be restarted if 

touched by a scientist. 

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Sensors: Ultrasonic, Touch, Gyro, Color 
- Imagination, lots of it. 

Objective: Scientists will be able to assemble a robot capable of travel without wheels or treads. This is 
one of the harder challenges, but is meant to expose Scientists to other forms of transportation.  
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Setup: 
Field Specs: 

• Starting area: Spans length of field 
and is 2ft in width from the leftmost wall. It 
is recommended to mark this with paper 
or tape. 

• Ending area: spans length of field 
and is 2ft in width from rightmost wall.It is 
recommended to mark this with paper or 
tape. 
 

Head Scientist Recommendations:  
• You should consider anything that rotates along something similar to an axle a wheel, which is 

not permitted. 
• If Scientists are stuck brainstorming ask them to draw inspiration from other objects that move 

without wheels or treads. Scientists are allowed to Google as long as they stay on task. 
• Have each Scientist create a short presentation about their design, why they chose their design, 

and how well it worked. They can also discuss what they liked/disliked about non-wheeled 
movement. 

Presentation and Debrief: 
Programs should be run as a group so each team can see the differences in programming and 
approach each team took. Before demonstrating their program, teams should discuss their design 
decisions.  
Teams are encouraged to make a short presentation about their choices and discuss how they 
constructed their robot. Some examples of things to cover are below: 

● Drivetrain: How did the team choose to move their robot? Is this method modeled after anything 
in nature, industry, etc? 

● Sensors: Did they choose to integrate sensors? If so, why? 
● Programming: Did they use any special blocks? 
● Troubleshooting: What issues did they run into? What issue was hardest to overcome? 

After Presentation, it would be beneficial to discuss different forms of movement. (Treads vs. Wheels 
vs. A leg system. etc) 

Teams should photograph designs and save programs.  
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3.0 Advanced Activities 
For Advanced exercises, Scientists are encouraged to start from scratch and to assign roles to the 
various team members. (For more information about team roles, see Introduction). Here the projects 
will be longer and more intensive. The projects are meant to lead to more creative and unique solutions 
to the problems posed to them. Scientists are encouraged to work together as a team to plan 
comprehensive solutions to problems and follow a basic engineering process. 
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Activity 3.1 – Collecting Mysterious Moon Rocks 
Learning Goals 2, 11, 12, and 15 

Activity Timeline: 240 minutes (Multi Day Recommended) 30 min – Project Introduction 

  170 min - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

 40 minutes – Presentation and Debrief 
Overview: Build a robot to collect and keep materials during transportation. 

Project: Welcome back STARS Scientist! An enormous asteroid, rich in colorful minerals has been 
spotted, and your rovers have been sent to undergo a mining operation. STARS Scientists, you are 
tasked with designing and building a rover that can perform a multitude of these mining tasks. Your 
rovers must be able to pick up minerals from the surface of this asteroid, and safely return these 
minerals to the mining base. 

Project Rules:  
- Robot must be able to pick up various sizes of materials off the ground  
- Robot must be able to keep all materials collected  
- Robots will begin in launch site and drop off rocks at launch site. 
- Robots have 2 minutes and 30 seconds to collect as many rocks as they can.  
- Robots can be picked up from the field at any time, however, they must be restarted in the 

Launch Zone. Penalty: .25 Mineral 
- “Nudging” or “Bumping” the robot back on course, is not allowed. The robot must be restarted if 

touched by a scientist. Penalty (if outside Launch Zone): .25 Mineral 
- Teams may handle a robot holding a moon rock, however, this rock will be reset on the field. 
- Teams can have up to 3 different programs  
- Programs can be restarted up to 20 times in the 2:30  period. 
- Robots may have only 2 sensors equipped at a time, but when in the launch zone, teams may 

equip or unequip attachments. 
- Any drivetrain may be used. 

Objective: Pick up as many minerals as you can in 2:30 min. 

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Sensors: Ultrasonic, Touch, Gyro, Color 
- Grabber arm for collecting 
- Container unit to keep the rocks 
- 15 objects to pick up (You can use any object to pick up as long as they are all the same. A 

good choice for objects is four 2x2 lego blocks stacked into a square) 
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Setup: 
● Launch zone is 1.5’x2.5’ located in 

the lower right hand corner of the field. It is 
recommending to line this with paper of a 
discernible color to allow teams to program 
for this color. 

● Mineral and object locations are 
random but recommended to be at least 8” 
apart. (Designs included in Design packet). 
Obstacles can be multiple colors. 

 
Head Scientist Recommendations: 

● In simplest terms, the robot’s objective is to see object > pick up > return to base with object. 
However, how will the robot identify objects and differentiate them from side walls of the field? 

● It is recommended for Scientists to make multiple trips out. Once a block is set in the launch 
zone it can be removed from the field and tallied 

● It is recommended to have a large display of time remaining so that teams are aware of their 
time remaining. 

Presentation and Debrief: 
Programs should be run as a group so each team can see the differences in programming and 
approach each team took. Before demonstrating their program, teams should discuss their design 
decisions. Some examples of things to cover are below: 

● Drivetrain: How did the team choose to move their robot? Wheels, Treads, or something else? 
Did they choose to raise their EV3 brick at all? How did weight distribution impact their robot? 

● Sensors: How many sensors did they use? What sensors did they choose and why? 
● Programming: Did they use any special blocks? 
● Troubleshooting: What issues did they run into? What issue was hardest to overcome? 

This activity is meant to act as a pseudo competition, since points are involved. A team’s objective 
should be to score as many points as they can in the 2:30 min period of time. During the Robot Game 
in FLL, this is the same objective. Similarly, if time is available, it would be beneficial to have a “Best of 
Three” set up. Meaning, each team will have 3 chances to earn the most points and mirroring the FLL 
Robot Game setup. Throughout this, remember to discuss and address Coopertition and Gracious 
Professionalism. Both of these concepts are cornerstones of FIRST and Core Values of FLL. More can 
be found on page 6 and 7. 
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Activity 3.2 – Metal Collection 
Learning Goals 2, 9, 12, 15, and 16 

Activity Timeline: 300 Minutes (Several Days Recommended) 25 min – Project Introduction 

  230 min - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

 45 min – Daily Debrief 

Overview: Use the color sensor to autonomously distinguish between different objects and pick them 
up. Inspired by 2014 World Class. 

Project: Hello STARS Scientists! The asteroid you’re currently on is rich in precisely four different kinds 
of valuable minerals. The Yellow ore you see is a rock with a high concentration of gold, and is very 
valuable. The Green ores on the asteroid contain a high concentration of Copper, a metal that is 
incredibly useful in the electronics industry! Blue ore contains Cobalt, which is used in many batteries. 
Lastly, the red ores found here hold a metal we’ve never seen on earth, and it’s vital that we study it 
more! 

The catch is that you cannot pick up more than one type of mineral at a time, as that would slow down 
processing back at the mining base. Before each demonstration of your robot, we will determine which 
mineral we would like you to collect. Only collect that mineral throughout your demonstration, and avoid 
collecting other minerals. 

Project rules:  
- Demonstration lasts 2:30 min (two minutes and thirty seconds), after this period, points will no 

longer be counted. 
- Robot must be able to distinguish the difference between the differently colored blocks 
- Robot must be able to pick up and sort the blocks into their colors 
- Teams can have up to 8 different programs  
- Programs can be restarted up to 20 times in the 2:30  period. 
- Robots may have only 3 sensors equipped at a time, but when in the launch zone, teams may 

equip or unequip attachments. 
- Any drivetrain may be used. 
- Before each match, a random color (Red, Green, Blue, Yellow) will be chosen. Teams will focus 

on picking up this color.  
- Every block of the metal of the correct color returned to the launch zone is worth 2 

Metals/Points. 
- Every block of incorrect metal color is worth .5 Metals/Points  
- Teams may only transport 2 metals at anytime, however they must be the same color. If not of 

the same color, the color worth less points will be discarded and returned to the field. If both are 
the same point value, both will be discarded and returned to the field. 

- Robots can be picked up from the field at any time, however, they must be restarted in the 
Launch Zone. Penalty: .25 Metals 

- “Nudging” or “Bumping” the robot back on course, is not allowed. The robot must be restarted if 
touched by a scientist. Penalty (if outside Launch Zone): .25 Metals  
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Objective: The Scientist will be able to build a robot that sorts through items via a color sensor and a 
picker, then return them to base autonomously. 

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Sensors: Ultrasonic, Touch, Gyro, Color 
- 3 items to pick up of four different colors totalling 12 blocks. It is recommended to use the same 

blocks as in Activity 3.1 but of varying colors (Red,Green, Blue, Yellow). (Design in Design 
Packet) 

Setup: 
● Launch zone is 1.5’x2.5’ located in the 

lower right-hand corner of the field. It is 
recommending to line this with paper of a 
discernible color to allow teams to program for this 
color. 

● Rocks/objects locations are random but 
recommended to be at least 8” apart. 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- This activity is significantly more difficult 

than 3.1, however it builds off of the concepts in that activity. Identifying which block to pick up 
based on color, adds a new layer to the thinking. Now, instead of see item > pick up, the robot 
must see item > identify > choose whether or not to pick up. 

- If Scientists have difficulties designing, remind them that the robot should be able to see the 
color of the block inside of the sorter  

- It is recommended for Scientists to make multiple trips out. Once a block is set in the launch 
zone it can be removed from the field and tallied 

- It is recommended to have a large display of time remaining so teams are aware of their time 
remaining. 

- If possible, it is recommended to split this activity into multiple days so teams can make 
comprehensive programs. The Activity Timeline represents this. 

Presentation and Debrief: 
For multi day projects, it is recommended for teams to share their work after each session. This will 
help teams communicate their thought processes and organize after each session. It also might be 
beneficial to have tests after each session where each team demonstrates their current program and 
explains it, weather it is currently operational or not. Programs should be run as a group so each team 
can see the differences in programming and approach each team took. Before demonstrating their 
program, teams should discuss their design decisions. Some examples of things to cover are below: 

● Drivetrain: How did the team choose to move their robot? Wheels, Treads, or something else? 
Did they choose to raise their EV3 brick at all? How did weight distribution impact their robot? 
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● Sensors: How many sensors did they use? What sensors did they choose and why? 
● Programming: Did they use any special blocks? 
● Troubleshooting: What issues did they run into? What issue was hardest to overcome? 

This activity is meant to act as a pseudo competition, since points are involved. A team’s objective 
should be to score as many points as they can in the 2:30 min period of time. During the Robot Game 
in FLL, this is the same objective. Similarly, if time is available, it would be beneficial to have a “Best of 
Three” set up. Meaning, each team will have 3 chances to earn the most points and mirroring the FLL 
Robot Game setup. Throughout this, remember to discuss and address Coopertition and Gracious 
Professionalism. Both of these concepts are cornerstones of FIRST and Core Values of FLL. More can 
be found on page 6 and 7. 
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Activity 3.3 – Crystalline Crates 
Learning Goals 2, 12,15, and 16 

Activity Timeline: 300 Minutes (Several Days Recommended) 25 min – Project Introduction 

  230 min - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

 45 min – Daily Debrief 
Overview: You will create a robot to scan its environment and grab anything that it finds. Inspired by 
Animal Allies 2016. 

Project: STARS Scientists Teams! Further research by scientists back on Earth has shown that within 
the asteroid are precious crystals! We ask you to collect these crystals, however they happen to be 
quite volatile. Miners have carefully hand-carved the crystals from the walls and delicately packaged 
the crystals within crates for pick up by our rovers. Dropping, tipping, or flipping a sample could cause 
these crates of crystals to fall and shatter into dust, and it is critical that we don’t lose any of the value 
of these crystals. There are 3 different kinds of crystals, and the mining base has set up 3 different 
zones for processing these crystals. Green crystals must be polished before being sent to earth, red 
crystals must be heat-treated, and blue crystals must be dissolved into water. To perform these tasks, 
simply deposit the crystals at their respective zones at the mining base, without tipping or flipping the 
crystal crates. 

Project Rules:  
- The robot must be able grab any object that it scans, and move into the designated pickup 

zone. 
- Only one sample crate can be in contact with the robot at any time.  
- If two crates are contacted by the robot at once, a penalty will be noted. This includes accidental 

bumps and pushes during the match time. 
- If the object is tipped over it is considered a critical mission failure and must restart. 
- The robot must complete the task in 2:30 min 
- Robots may only be touched by scientists in the launch zone. Handling the robot outside the 

launch zone will result in a penalty of .5 materials from their score. 
- Teams can have up to 9 different programs  
- Programs can be restarted an unlimited amount of times 
- Robots may have only 3 sensors equipped at a time, but when in the launch zone, teams may 

equip or unequip attachments. 
- Any drivetrain may be used. 

Objective Scientists will be able to build and program a robot that can use an ultrasonic and color 
sensor to search for items, approach it, grab it, and deliver it to the correct pickup zone for that sample. 
The samples may not be tilted or flipped. 
What you’ll need: 

- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
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- Sensors: Ultrasonic, Touch, Gyro, Color 
- Mechanism designed for grabbing 
- Sample Crates (See Design Packet) 
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Setup: 
- The Home base is 1.5’x2.5’ 

located in the lower right-hand corner 
of the field. It is recommending to line 
this with paper of a discernible color to 
allow teams to program for this color. 

- The Blue sample is located just 
outside the Home base. 

- The Green sample is 8” from 
the top, and 10” from the right side. 

- The Red sample is located 24” 
from the bottom and 36” from the left 
side. 

- The blue drop off point is located  10” from the top, 10” from the left side. The drop off point is 6” 
tall by 10” wide. 

- The red drop off point is located  18” from the top, 10” from the left side. The drop off point is 6” 
tall by 10” wide. 

- The green drop off point is located  10” from the bottom, 10” from the left side. The drop off point 
is 6” tall by 10” wide. 

- It is recommended to have the drop off points marked by pieces of red, blue, and green paper. 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- Teams should be encouraged to use the Gyro sensor to keep track of their movement so that 

they may return to Homebase with ease. 
-   
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Activity 3.4 – When the Rover Breaks Down 
Learning Goals 2 and 17 

Activity Timeline: 120 minutes 10 min - Explanation and Introduction 

100 min - Hardware and Programming Discussion 

10 min - Robot Test and Debrief 

Overview: You will be given a partially built robot and a partially done code and they must finish both to 
perform the task they think they were meant to do. 

Project: STARS Scientists! We need your help! An autonomous rover working on the asteroid to sort 
the metals from the mining operations has broken down and its code has been corrupted! We 
recovered what we could from the mineshaft but it’s not complete. We need you to fix both the code 
and hardware to get it working again. We are counting on you, STAR Scientists. Good Luck! 

Project Rules:  
- The robot must be able to complete its original task (theory) 
- No replacing large parts of the robot e.g. don’t “fix” wheels by replacing them with treads, unless 

substantiated and agreed on by group. 
- Teams may not use or reference their previously made programs. 

Objective: Scientists will be able to troubleshoot and fix the robot with limited resources. Teams’ goals 
are to approach a problem they have recently faced from different points of view. 

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Sensors: Ultrasonic, Touch, Gyro, Color 
- Prebuilt “Broken Down” robot 
- Premade program to fix 

Setup: No Field Setup Required 
Head Scientist Recommendations: 

- The broken code will be included on the handout, as well as given to Scientists via download. 
Scientists must first point out issues there, then can work to correct the virtual code. However, 
Head Scientists have the option to design their own broken code as to address challenges that 
the STARS Scientists have faced. 

- The Robot design is up to the head scientist depending on the style that the STARS Scientists 
choose to take on. Designing the broken robot is a good chance to face challenges that teams 
have faced. 

- Because of this activity structure, there is likely to be disagreements between teams and team 
members. If team members disagree, it is recommended to have each explain their side, and 
include evidence with their explanations. Voting is often a decent way to decide, as well. Always 
remember Gracious Professionalism and the Core Values! 
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Activity Structure: 
- Instead of the normal team set up, it is recommended to discuss hardware issues with the 

broken rover as a group. Discussion points are below: 
o What doesn't work? 
o What glaring issues exist? 
o How would each person approach fixing the problems? 

- Teams should work together to come up with a working hardware design to fix the rover. The 
Head Scientist will work under instructions from the whole group to rebuild the rover. If the Head 
Scientist chooses, a representative from each team may aid the Head Scientist during this time. 

- After discussion about the hardware, teams can break out and approach the programming. it is 
recommended to not have computers out so teams are not tempted to copy their previous 3.2 
code.  

- After teams have fixed the corrupted code, all should come together and each team should 
explain what they would change and why. After, the whole group will discuss and agree (vote, if 
necessary) on an approach for fixing the code. Then, the head scientist should work with the 
whole group to fix the corrupted code. 

- Download the code to the robot, and test. 
o Did it work? Why or why not? Discuss as a group. 
o What could be done to improve the robot or code? 
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Activity 3.5 – Charging the Turbine 
Learning Goals 2, 12, 15, and 16 

Activity Timeline: 300 Minutes (Several Days Recommended) 25 min – Project Introduction 

  230 min - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

 45 min – Daily Debrief 
Overview: Build and program a robot to turn a wheel/turbine. Inspired by World Class 2014. 

Project: Scientists, catastrophe has struck on the mining asteroid! The now-hollow interior has caused 
instability on the surface of the asteroid, and the power station supplying the mining base has collapsed 
into the heart of the asteroid! The base can last 2 weeks on reserve power before they run out. Luckily, 
3 power turbines have survived the cracking of the asteroid’s shell. However, the three turbines must 
be turned manually, and can only be turned 180 degrees at a time due to the immense effort and power 
required from your rover to actually turn these turbines. After a turbine has been rotated, your robot 
must return to base to have its fuel cell swapped, and then it’s back out to turn again. You must supply 
as much power as possible until a new power station can be constructed. It’s up to you, scientists, to 
keep this mining operation alive and well! Good luck! 

Project Rules:  
- Robot must be able to locate the wheel then start to rotate. 
- After the turbine has been turned 180 degrees, the robot must stop and return to base. 
- The robot has 2:30 min to turn the turbine as many times as possible. 
- The turbines can be rotated in any order. 
- Robots may only be touched by scientists in the launch zone. Handling the robot outside the 

launch zone will result in a penalty of .5 materials from their score. 
- Teams can have up to 5 different programs  
- Programs can be restarted an unlimited amount of times 
- Robots may have only 3 sensors equipped at a time, but when in the launch zone, teams may 

equip or unequip attachments. 
- If robots move, break, or tip the turbines, they will be issued a 3 point penalty. 
- Every time the turbine is rotated, the team earns 1 point. 

Objective: Scientists must be able to build a robot that will turn a wheel that will power and save base 
Alpha-342 

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Turbine (see attached design) 
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Setup: 
- Home base is 1.5’x2.5’ located in 

the lower right hand corner of the field. It is 
recommending to line this with paper of a 
discernible color to allow teams to program 
for this color. 

- All turbines are located 12” from left 
side. 

- Turbine 1 (blue) is 10” from the 
bottom 

- Turbine 3 (green) is 10” from the 
top 

- Turbine 2 (red) is equidistant 
between turbine 1 and 3 

- It is recommended to secure the turbines with tape, command strips, or removable poster tape, 
so the robots do not push the turbines out of position. 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- If Scientists finish early, have them attempt to turn all 3 turbines, but in a different order every 

time.  
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Activity 3.6 – Metallic Movement 
Learning Goals 2 

Activity Timeline: 300 Minutes (Several Days Recommended) 25 min – Project Introduction 

  230 min - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

 45 min – Daily Debrief 
Overview: Build and program a robot to pour out materials. Inspired by World Class 2014. 

Project: Greetings STARS Scientists. The mining base on the asteroid is up and running again, 
processing the last of the crystals and other materials before being packed up and sent home. The 
minerals must be packed as quickly as possible before the rest of the asteroid collapses in on itself, 
and it has been decided that a rover that can pick up and dump the minerals in large amounts would be 
the most efficient way of moving the minerals onto the rocket returning to Earth. Your mission is to 
collect as much material as possible and deliver it to the rocket’s collection point, where you will deposit 
the minerals in a dumping or pouring fashion. This is your final mission, good luck STARS scientists, 
and thank you for all you’ve done! 

Project Rules:  
- The robot must start and end at Home Base 
- The robot must be able to acquire all materials at the mine 
- Robot must be designed to release its material in a pouring or dumping fashion. 
- Robots may only be touched by scientists in the launch zone. 
- Teams can have up to 5 different programs  
- Programs can be restarted an unlimited amount of times 

Objective: Sci 

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Grabber 

Setup: 
 
Head Scientist Recommendations: 

- If Scientists finish early, have them 
attempt to have 2 separate grabbers on the 
same robot to maximize how much they can 
pick up  
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4.0 Extra Activities 
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Activity 4.1 – Race to the Top 
Learning Goals 2 

Activity Timeline: 300 Minutes (Several Days Recommended) 25 min – Project Introduction 

  230 min - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

 45 min – Daily Debrief 
Overview: Design a robot built for speed and race your classmates up an incline. 

Project: Up the mountain is a path, perfect for testing your skills against your classmates. Build a robot 
to best your opponents and reach the top. 

Project Rules:  
- Robots will stay in bounds of the track while racing. 
- Robots can use anything found in the EV3 kit, no restrictions 

Objective: Beat your classmates to the top! 

What You’ll Need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Gracious Professionalism  

Setup: 
 

● The field is now 8ft tall and 4ft wide so that it stands up tall.  
● The area will be leaned against an object such that it creates 

a 45 degree angle.  
● The field contains a track that has multiple turns 
● Robots must stay in bounds of the track 

 
Head Scientist Recommendations: 

- Remember to fully charge the battery on each robot to 
ensure that everyone has the same power 
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Activity 4.2 – Sumo Bots 
Learning Goals 2 

Activity Timeline: 300 Minutes (Several Days Recommended) 25 min – Project Introduction 

  230 min - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

 45 min – Daily Debrief 
Overview: Build a robot to push another out of the ring. 

Project: Sumo has been practiced as a traditional sport in Japan since the early 16th century. Now it’s 
the 21st century, let’s have robots try! 

Project Rules: 
- Robot must be able to push the other robot out of the ring 
- Robot must not damage the other robot while contacting  
- Sumo Wrestling Rules 

o robots will start on opposite sides of the circle 
o Robots will not contain objects or programming to purposely disable, hurt, or destroy 

opposing robots. 
- Bumper rules: 

o Robots are required to use bumpers to protect all outside corner of the frame perimeter. 
o Bumpers may not extend more than the length of 2 Lego holes around the frame 

perimeter  
o Bumpers must be located entirely within the bumper zone which is the volume contained 

between two virtual horizontal planes, 1 in. above the floor and 5 in. above the floor, in 
reference to the robot standing normally on a flat floor. 

o Bumpers do not have to be parallel to the floor. 
o Bumpers must not be articulated (relative to the frame perimeter) 
o Bumpers must be supported by the structure/frame of the robot 

Objective: Best your opponents in a one on one match. 

What You’ll Need 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Circular field that is mono colored with a different color outer ring 
- Gracious Professionalism  

Setup: 
- The circle is 1.5’ (18”) to 1.83’ (22”) in radius 

 
Head Scientist Recommendations: 

- Remind the Scientists of the 
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importance of using Coopertition and Gracious Professionalism.  
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Activity 4.3 – Dance Competition 
Learning Goals 2 

Activity Timeline: 300 Minutes (Several Days Recommended) 25 min – Project Introduction 

  230 min - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

 45 min – Daily Debrief 
Overview: Build a robot that will blow the judges away with its amazing dance moves. 
Project: What better way to celebrate your newfound Lego Mindstorms than to dance? Build a robot to 
dance in front of the selection of judges and win the title of best dancing robot.  

Project Rules: 
- No piece of your robot should intentionally fall of onto the field 
- No launchers, unless everyone in proximity is wearing safety glasses 

Objective: Win the most amount of points from the judges  

What You’ll Need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Creativity 
- Gracious Professionalism  

Setup: 
Blank Field 

 

 

 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 

- There should be multiple 
categories for winners of the dance 
competition.  

- Extra points can be awarded for 
sounds, music created by the robot, and 

decorations. 
- It might be cool to do on a whiteboard and line following or line drawing could be part of the 

competition.  
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Activity 4.4 – Face Off 
Learning Goals 2 

Activity Timeline: 300 Minutes (Several Days Recommended) 25 min – Project Introduction 

  230 min - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

 45 min – Daily Debrief 
Overview: Act out your favorite movie scene. 

Project: Who said that robots can’t have emotions? Teams will pick a scene from their favorite movie                 
to act out and perform through their robot. 

Project Rules: 

- No restrictions  
- Choose appropriate language and content 
- Remember Coopertition and Gracious Professionalism 

Objective: Scientists will be able to program a robot that will act out a scene from a movie 

What you’ll need: 

- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Creativity 
- Gracious Professionalism  

Setup: 

Blank Field 

 

 

 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 

- If Scientists can’t decide on a 
movie pick Big Hero 6 or 

- Teams can team-up to work 
together for scenes with multiple people 
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Activity 4.5 – Logo Motion 
Learning Goals 2 

Activity Timeline: 300 Minutes (Several Days Recommended) 25 min – Project Introduction 

  230 min - Assembly, Programming, Testing 

 45 min – Daily Debrief 
Overview: Create a robot that can draw the FIRST Logo 

Project: In 2011 the FRC game was named Logo Motion where robots were tasked with creating the 
FIRST logo by hanging inflatable inner tubes. Today your mission is to create a line drawing robot to 
draw out the FIRST logo onto the field. 

Project Rules:  
- Robot must be able to draw the logo using an attached marker. 
- Marker must be attached at all times 
- Robot can only use a single sensor 
- Can use any drivetrain  

Objective: Draw the FIRST Logo onto the field 

What you’ll need: 
- EV3 Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kit 
- One computer per kit (equipped with EV3 Mindstorms Programming) 
- USB to EV3 Connecter cord 
- Marker 
- Large piece of paper for the field 
- Gracious Professionalism and Creativity 

Setup: 
Large, blank piece of paper (or whiteboard) 4’x8’ 

 

Head Scientist Recommendations: 
- Remind the Scientists that they 

have the entire 4 foot by 8 foot area to 
create the logo 

- If the Scientists finish early ask 
them to create a device on the robot that 
will allow it to lift up the marker so that it 
can draw the logo without having to be 
continuous.  
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Glossary of Terms 
FLL – Acronym standing for FIRST Lego League, a program for 9-14 year olds 

Scientist – Term to describe the Scientists 

Head Scientist – Term to describe the teacher or mentor 

Workspace – describes the whitespace of the EV3 programming, see Lesson L.2 (also referred to as 
the canvas) 

Variable Principle -  
Match Time - 2 minute and 30 second period where robots are in motion. 

Autonomous 

Sensor 
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About Kentridge Robotics 
In 2011, the Kentridge Robotics Team 3786 (KRRC) was formed. As a rookie team we couldn't 

comprehend the impact FIRST would have on our lives. 

Since our rookie season, KRRC has grown exponentially. We’ve grown 
from 15 members in our rookie year to 50 people this current season. Charger 
Robotics has also expanded past being just an FRC Team through of our outreach 

activities. In our 2012-2013 year, we began First 
Responder Robotics (FRR), a community partnership 
with local first responders in order to fill a need. Since 
then, FRR has expanded and now encompasses over 5 
outreach projects. In the 2013-14 season, we began our 
safety initiative, FIRST Priority. In addition, we’re 
working towards sponsoring many First Lego League 
Teams within our district with our Pre-FLL Curriculum to 
get schools familiarized with FIRST. We enrich the STEM education in our 
district through STEM Club. Created in 2013, STEM Club focuses on 

underprivileged schools who, in most cases, don’t get proper exposure to STEM. It consists of a 
5-week program which immerses the Scientists in each aspect of the acronym and ends with robotics. 
One of our other new programs is Women in STEM, which made its debut December 2014 with the first 
of our Women In STEM presentations. In the 2013-14 season, Kentridge Robotics received a great 
honor: the Engineering Inspiration award. We were surprised and overjoyed to learn that the FIRST 
Judges thought our efforts in spreading awareness of STEM programs and careers were worthy of 
such a prestigious award. In the current 2016 season, Kentridge Robotics was champions of the 
Auburn Mountainview District, but also was honored to win the Engineering Inspiration award again, at 
the same event. Also in the 2016 Season, Kentridge robotics was Champions of the Auburn District 
event and won the Judges award for their work with this curriculum at 
the same event. 

We hope to continue the Kentridge Robotics Team for many 
years to come and continue to inspire STEM within our community. 

We would like to thank our incredible sponsors who make our 
team possible: The Boeing Company, Hexcel Corp., Kent Rotary Club, 
SPEEA, Kent Community Foundation, Kent School District CTE, and 
the Kent Kiwanis Club.  
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Credits 
Booklet created by Kentridge Robotics Team in 2015-2019.  

12430 SE 208th ST 
Kent, WA 98031 

Kentridge.Robotics@gmail.com 

Authors: Claire Richards (Member 2012-2016), Martina Du (Member 2013-2017), Shaan Haque 
(Member 2013-2017), Karina Cisneros (Member 2014-2018), Katie Jennings (Member 2016-2019), 
Thomas Kismarton (Member 2015-2019). 

 

Kentridge Robotics lays no claim to Lego and associated products. All rights of Lego Mindstorms 
belong to Lego. Kentridge Robotics lays no claim to FIRST and FIRST Lego League and its associates. 
All rights of FIRST belong to FIRST. Kentridge Robotics makes no profit off of the production or 
creation of this curriculum. 
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